THE HPE TECH PRO FAMILY!

Our exclusive, global technical community for partner solution architects and HPE presales professionals to connect, learn, and grow together.

Partners: Use your HPE Passport user ID and password

HPE Employees: Use your NT user ID and password Then complete entry survey, accept T&Cs and submit.

1. CERTIFICATION & TRAINING
   - See what certifications are available to you
   - View options for technical certifications and courses, self-paced and instructor training, and opportunities for hands-on lab experience

2. COMMUNITIES
   - Collaborate with members, peers, and experts
   - Prepare for customer opportunities.
   - Build relationships and access the latest technical information and discussions
   - Provide feedback to HPE product teams.

3. RECOGNITION & REWARDS
   - Check your membership level and rewards status
   - Progress to higher rewards and benefits, and access deeper levels of content and resources according to your level

4. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT & TOOLS
   - Access hundreds of HPE technical tools and resources in one place
   - Get guidance on the best tool to use.
   - Find what you need—fast

5. CONTINUOUS LEARNING
   - View your continuous learning status
   - Stay up-to-date on the latest solutions and approaches
   - Earn badges to promote your achievements.

6. EVENTS
   - View the Tech Pro event calendar
   - Access strategic, targeted content and technical training in virtual and face-to-face events
   - Get invited to exclusive events based on your membership level
HPE TECH PRO

Built by solution architects for solution architects—with everything in one place!
An exclusive, global technical community for partner solution architects and HPE presales professionals to work as one team and connect, learn and grow together. HPE Tech Pro provides insider access to HPE assets, tools & team members, skills development, and expanded professional networks.

CONNECT
• Join a unique technical community including HPE Presales and Partner Solution Architects, as well as HPE global business unit (GBU) and product team members.
• Build relationships through online collaboration, at technical events, and in local engagements.
• Access the insider tools, resources, expertise, and people you need to delight your customers.

LEARN
• Advance your skills in consulting, solution architecture, and implementation though training and certification.
• Stay current on HPE and industry innovation by accessing the same resources as HPE employees.
• Find the exact training and information you need to serve your customer “just in time.”

GROW
• Expand your network and develop in your career.
• Collaborate with other HPE Tech Pro members to enhance the solutions you build for your customers.
• Earn incentives and benefits based on your career investments with HPE.
• Become recognized as an expert by customers, employers and peers.